WHAT IS THE YLSC?

• The Young Lawyer/Student Chapter Committee (the “YLSC”) reinforces the mission of the JRCLS to “affirm the strength brought to the law by a lawyer's personal religious conviction.”

• The YL/SC Committee was created to address the needs and interests of law students and young lawyers and to provide support. Formerly, the Student Chapters Board (SCB) addressed law student needs and interests. After deciding it was time to add a Young Lawyers Division, JRCLS leaders realized that combining these two groups would not only strengthen both but would remove duplicative procedures and planning.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE YLSC?

- The purpose of the YLSC is to strengthen and support law students and young lawyers in their legal education, careers, and other worthy pursuits by helping them establish stronger ties to the JRCLS and its mission. The YLSC seeks to accomplish this by
  (1) helping to create, support and strengthen student chapters;  
  (2) helping attorney chapters integrate law students and young lawyers; and
  (3) strengthening young lawyer involvement.
How Does the YLSC Accomplish Its Purposes?

- Encouraging attorney chapters to appoint student/young lawyer liaison(s) to facilitate student & young lawyer integration
- Providing training & resources to student chapter leaders and student/young lawyer liaisons
- Promoting student/young lawyer attendance and involvement at JRCLS conferences & events
- Supporting other JRCLS committees & subcommittees in promoting mentoring and opportunities for JRCLS involvement among students and young lawyers
- Etc.
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